
TRANSCRIPTION OF NOVEMBER 17, 1976, INTERVIEW WITH MR. SHANKER, 

DR. RYOR, AND DR. OSBORNE, WITH MR. G. W. BONHAM. 

(Ryor) 

(Osborne) 

With the rise of unionism in academic life, some have expressed the fear 

that faculty unionism is incompatible with professionalism and scholarly 

inquiry. 

More and more teachers on ali leve Is have come to understand that the· 

. politiical and economic atmosphere demands that they become very active 

and speak collective iy. In that regard thecolle~tive decisi on-making 

process with the various administrations is not only professional but also 

very democratic .. We don't believe that professionalism and unionism are 
. . I 

mutually exclusive .. We think there is a responsibility not only to advance 

the profession of teaching but to advance the economic standing of its 

practitioners, and to that end I don't think there's any problem at 011. 

It's important to remember that collective bargaining is a proceSS, a pro-

. cedure, not a matter of substance in and of itself .. When considering 

whether or not collective bargaining and professionalism and scholarly 

inquiry are compatible one must look at the likely results of the use of 

this process. The experience of facu Ity unions thus far doesn it show that 

collective bargaining produces such changes in the working conditions of 

faculty as to make them no longer professional. 
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Raising a question like this is analogous to some of the questions raised 

during the rise of craft and industrial unionism I when some of the big 

pOWers in""inau5fiy Werecertainrhar unionization would !)lean an ena fo 

productivity, that they would be required to keep incompetents, that 

America!would fall behind the rest of the world, that there would be 

bloody revolution. As a matter of fact I if you take industries where that 

kind of conflict between adamant management and a strong union took 

place, let's say f the automobile industry, I think that we are all aware 

that if the automobile industry cout'd press a button and do away with the 

union, it would not do so. These questions show a lack of understanding 

of what the bargaining process is. The bargaining process consists of a 
I 

group of employees deciding whether or not they wish to be represented for 

certain purposes by a single organization. Should they make that decision, 

. theY. then as a group deCide what that organization shou Id ask of the 

admin istration. By the way I shou Id they ever deCide to se lect another 

organization or none at all, the law provides them with ample opportunity 

to do so. 

Then we have to look at preCisely what have been the subiects of 

bargaining. Generally these are economic conditions .. They deal with 

questions of salaries, pensions, and perhaps some questions of workloods, 

holidays, vacations, clnd due process procedures. What does this whole 

. process have to do with whether professor X is working on the works of, 

Emmanual Kant or someone else is going into the pre-socratics? What 
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affect does that hove at all except that maybe he'll earn a little more 

money and perhaps if someone brings charges he'll hove a slightly different 

~"proceai.Jre or an organ(fiiflOn representafive af nissicle-. I see no incom-

patibility at all with professionalism. 

The question that many people raise about the effect of unionization on 

faculty is that the rewards will be more equally distributed rather than 

awarded through merit. " Is it true that a general leve ling both in terms of 

opportunities and salary structures may be in the cards as one effect of 

unionization? 

Certainly f as far as bringing an end to the vast disparities that exist. There's 

"probably no other group of employees in the world where t~e rewards for 

performing the professional task itself are greater the further away you get 

from actually perform ing that task. There IS been an atmosphere that the 

job of teach ing students was not quite as important and somehow everybody" 

had to hove a special deal going and a private arrangement with the depart-

ment head or the chairman. That has worked against the best interests of 

many of the professors and many of the instructors. 

I don 't think that one can say at this point that there will be a necessary 

leveling of salarie~. That depends upon on how the teachers in each 

institution accept the fairness or unfairness of the structures that exist. If 

the disparities in income are v iewed as the resu It of high Iy subjective 

decisions, as a system of arbitrary rewards and punishments, then there is 
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no question that the faculty will demand equalization. On the other 

hand, where the rewards are viewed as fair -- to the extent that there is 

a common perception that professor.'so-and-so Ime outstandIng peri-on 

in the world on this subject and we are fortunate to have him in this 

institution and if he weren't here we wouldh't have the reputation that we 

have to attract the students that we have, to bring in the federal money 

that We have -- where rewards, even very great rewards are viewed as 

merited, teachers will accept merit as one of the bases for reward. 

Our own organized chapters have not had as an overriding goal the I'!qual-
" :" 

ization of salaries. On the other ~and, where economics has been a 

principle issue either in the organizing or in the first rouncJ of bargaining, 

it's usually been precisely because of the precepNon that the exisl"ing 

system is grossly unfair; where a math teacher, for example ,sees that the 

president's secretary makes more money than he or she does. They think 

the system's out of whack and they want to do something about it. It's not 

that they all wan! to make the same amount of money as every other member 

of the faculty so much as they want the faculty as a whole be returned to 

its rig h tfu I place, which is at the center presumably of the institution. 

A recent column f.om one of the teacher newspapers mockingly quotes john 

Silber, President of Boston Univ"rsity. "There is nothing wrong with elitism:' 

saysSilber, "It is d prindple of civilri~d societY. As 16ng as intelligence is 

better than stupidity and knowledge is better than ;ignorance, educational 

institutions must be run by elites." To which the columnist adds: "Thanks, 

John, that is bound to make us a lot of friends among those honest working 
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class peaple wha aspire ta have their sans and daughters attend our 

institutians." Naw what really is wrang with elitism in the Jeffersanian 

That attitude itself is arrogant. There's nath ing wrang with attempting ta 

be whatever it is that"s in us.the best we can and attempting to elielt that 

attitude from children. The errar is in assuming that 'One particular functian 

an the face 'Of this earth and in th is ecanamy and in our American saciety 

.is holier than anather. That's the attitude i find particularly 'Obnoxious. 

It's not so much that one doesn't recognize that there are individual dif-

ferences. The lack 'Of dignity comes when people who hold certain positians --

whether its teachers, doctors, lawyer.;, plumber.;, electricians - take that 

feeling 'Of pride in their own work and impose it on society as being a 

superiar contribution 1''0 the whole soelal structure. 

We have to distinguish from among same of the many meanings of the word 

elitism. Obviously We want those wha teach in our colleges and universities 

ta know more about what they're doing than thase wha are coming to learn . 

. There's na question that competence is valued, but there is a kind of 

snabbery. The public 'Of this country supports institutians 'Of higher learning --

bath public and private -- and in order to get that public support 'One cannat 

lust stand and craw abaut 'One's superiarity. One has 1''0 develap afliances. 

One needs arganiaa!ipn. The superiar professar can 't just walk arauhdthe 

ts h t " "" • • .. Id h "II" stree s au 109 give me, give me, give me, to a war were ml lans 

are unemplayed, millians are suffering from discriminatian, millions have 
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insecurities. Professors who talk about alienation in teachers don't know 

what alienation is until they have had to perform exactly the same task 

... for 40 hours '0 week for 40 years 'of their lives with nothing at the end of 

it but social security. If the professor wants that public to understand 

what the academic life is, to understand why it's necessary, why it would 

be ruinous to increase the student contact hours and not provide time for 

research, you can't do it by shouting about elitism. You do it by belonging 

to groups that others be long to and sitting next to them and saying to the 

fellow next to you, '"listen, "m a 'worker lust as you are, and this is the 

nature of my work and to do it weill need the following conditions." If 

you don't do that, you won't last very long and neither will the institution. 
I 

But "m very much afraid that this attitude has already created a dimate in 

this country of a feeling that professors don't work. 

Part of the issue of uni onism is that professors are afraid that if they 

engage in collective bargaining, people will think that they work for a 

living. it will lower their status to that of other workers. I submit to you 

thaI this is a period of time when it wou id be very good for the general 

public to belie've that, indeed, professors do work. 

(Bonham) All three of your organizations, have had enormous political impact, 

particularly in this presidential campaign. Jody Powell said after the 

elections that "the massive support from tepchers was critical to our 

winning this very dose election. All over the nation we turned to the 

NEA for assistance, We asked for their help and they delivered." There 
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are obvious quid-pro-quos • What do you expect from the Carter admini-

stration and who will have the inner ear on both the federal and state 

=============·'=1-:I·evels in terms of legislaTIon ana funaing for eaucafitifl' 

(Ryor) 

':> . 

I don't think the inner ear will be the exciusive property of any particular 

organization or institution. I believe the NEAwili play an increasing 

role not only in the politics of the nation but the politics of educational 

.declsi~-making as it influences the finance of publi c education. There.'s 

. probably no institution in or around education that depends more heavily on 

. its grants from federal and state governments than institutions of higher 

·education, particularly the private ones. We believe NEA offers unique 
-<", ' 

'6pportunities in helping to lobby for the needed funds for ufliversities and· · ~ .. . 
:', . , 

.. colleges. ·We have government relations offices in every state with ef-

· fective lobbying efforts, and that affords higher education some unique 

}o~flOrtunities . 

. ; ... >In terms of policy development, it has been until perhaps the lastl~ 
i::: ,: ;:",' "-, .~ . , .... 

·:Years the exclusive province of an administrator doss, certainly at the 

.:~:riiversity level. It's important to understand that teachers at ail levels 

are increasingly impatient with their inab! lity to affect their own destiny. 

Arbitrary and capricious decisions about tenure, increased reduction in force --

:iil,!all affects teachers at· every level, seemingly without .ony due process at all. 

Those issues and the need to speak as educators who are trained and who have 

something to offer are going to lead to increased political activity and an 

· increased share of the decision-making power .. We certainly intend to have 

some of the ear of the administration in that regard. 

. ,:, . 
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It's vel)' important to remember that higher education is never going to be 

a potent political force. The professoriat numbers, at most, 400,000 

people. Tnaf's not fne stuffOf wllidi grana polHical powerPlocks are-~ 

made. Obviously, higher education management is an even smaller factor. 

The need for the professoriat to get involved in the political process is 

great, but I don't think that they are going to be successful in the classic 

political sense of winning elections for politicians and thereby ~ashing in 
'.:- " 

-

on IOU's. The case has to be made by persuasion., Persuasion both of 

legislators and the general public rather than by the classic political 

system of alliances and power blocks. it's a tough problem, one the 

professoriat is just dimly beginning to perceive. 

! 'd like to question the statement and assumption that the fight for higher 

education until recently has been carried mainly by college and university , , . . 

'~ministrators. There '5 a whole world of consumers out there who are 

'(interested in the expansion of higher education, a whole coal;~~on around i-' 

'HEW. You've had civil rights groups who have seen expansion as an 
",' ,',' 

-'.' avenue of opportunity, you Bve had the power of the entire AFl-CIO which 

would like to See the children of workers have opportunities, and I would 

say that many of the great advances We 've made wou Id never have happened 

if you relied only on the professors or the administrators. 

Now, as far as the administration is concerned, there is no question 

that teachers will have greater political influe'nce. That does not mean 

we will be able to determine national policy. Bul- we'll have a voice, 

we'll have a strong one. Care will certainly be taken in the development 
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of changes in policy to see to it that we are not hurt or that we're hurt 

the least. And as far as 400,000 people in higher education not being 

which together number perhaps 40,000, and look at the number of pieces of 

leg,islation, look at the grain embargo that resulted in negotiations with the 

Soviet Union. Now if you could have a group of 40,000 workers in this 

'country exerting that sort of influence, then I would say that the professors 
. ;~l" 

of this country cou Id be one of the most powerfu I political forces in the 
, , 

" c{,(mtry. 

,Fred Crossland of the Ford Found~tion recently wrote a maior piece on 

,unionization in Change and he predicted that the three maior arganizations 
, \" ' " I. 

" '~au represent would "gradually e~d their well publicized and acromonious' 

", ,~trugg les for hergeminy and devise accommodations unthinkable today. It 
.,' ,:;. ' .. . , . , .. :. ~"i": " . . '. , . , . . 
',' 'c is probable that a sing Ie national union will ultimately emerge. Very likely . ,~ .. ,. . . 

,"),';it ,will have a long and cumbersome name incorporating traces of groups 
:,"/'·:~··r'/::·:'::', ' " ': ',,' 

:,:s~ailowed in mergers." Do you ~~ntlemen have any ideas on Ihis subject? 
. ;.:;·~',:~,~F:;;{·': ". . ,- . 

" f: -.:'; : . 
, ;",',1 ,tend to agree \'Iith h is general premise. There is a community of interest 

among faculties at all levels In promoting those common needs. We have 

common needs in 7erms of finance, faculty protection, and due process, 

in terms of advancing the economic causes of education and of the faculties. 

Tne sooner the better1espec,iallyln a difficult period like this. Had We all 

been together during the 60's we wou ld have done better, but in a period 
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of declining population and- birthrate, in a period of recession and un-

employment, there is a strong tendency to take a look at those services 

here. The first attack will be and has been in higher education, and I 

believe it is foolish and wasteful and indeed immoral at a time when many 

of our own colleagues are being laid off and our institutions are under 

affackfor our organizations to be traveling across the country with crews 
.' . .', ": :-" 

_ of organizers and taking shots at each other's organizations, when actually 

. 99 percent of the policies of our organizations are identical 0 

I don't want to comment at any length about the merits of a three-way 

. ~erger 0 • i th ink the trends will take care of themselves. 
\ t 

You're not willing to sign a compact today? 
. . .... .' " ."; , 

I'd sign anything, bu; it wouldn't be worth a nickel until some people o~t 
", . . 

. ' ... 
p . .' 

in the country were ready to support ito But I do want to mak~ a point i~ 
~., . 

;Y~ehalf ofthe AAUP,We've onlY~en actively in collectiv~ bargainin~ 
f·." . '. . 

'~fficially since 1972. We have been'involved for 60 years, as all of you 
'~,~.'. . . . 

\ know, in such things as setting standards for due proce;s f rights of facu lty r 
.. . .'. • . i • , " . 

; c"' ~" 

an annual salary survey, and so on. They require a certain credibility and . .. . 

prestige to be maintained effectively. In order for our setting of standards 

to have any meaning, for example, we have to have a fairly broad base 

,,{support among the administrative community as well as among the 

professoriat. In order to do that we have to retain a certain degree of 

independence. 

'< ~; . 
j' : 

'" .j' 
'".:' 
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Since we have been active in collective bargaining, we have con-

tinued both roles somewhat to the surprise 'of some members of the academic 

or alliance with either or both the NEA or the AFT I or for that matter 

with anyone else, it will not, I am quite confident, embrace the traditional 

function of the AAUP. 

(Bonham) One of the central issues of unionization is its impact on the traditional 

power structure on campus. In the area of public institutions, who by your 

definition will be the employer and who the employee? 

(Ryor) The board of regents is the controlling board of the university, and the 

administrators are indeed the employers .. As far os the unionization of the 

higher education faculty is concerned, those higher educatfon personnel 

who have the authority and the power to hire and dismiss faculty members, 

'. instructors, do not in fact belong in the union. ! think that shared 

• J • 
decision making will. take on some meaning for what used to be called 

", " 

. faculty senates, which havet:l't produced the kind of shared decision making 

that many higher education faculty would like to see • Every time there 
,i ' 

wos a difference of opinion in that coilegial relationship, the final answer 
'\\ . 

always rested with the administrator. You were back to square Y. So. to 
.,.,.' 

that.~nd i think the collective process and the unionization. of the faculties 

is going to serve to give faculty greater ownership in the decisions, and a 

greater sense of security in their own job function. 
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One of the criticisms of collective bargaining is that it produces a kind 

of rigidity •. If the question, Who is th~ employer? requires a single 

employer, particularly in the public sector. And it changes depending on 

the issue and it changes depending on the time .. What the state labor law 

defines as the employer is not necessarily controlling. Usually the state 

labor law in a public sector will define the board of regents or the con-
. '~'.' 

··trolling board as the employer. But thot doesn 't mean that it is with the 

board of regents that the fa~ulty ba~gaining agentwill directly negotiate 

"in the first instance, nor does it mean that an economic deal arrived at ; " 

, 
.' with that board will necessarily be funded by the.legislature or approved 

. I 
. ,by the governor •. It is a very fluid process • 

. In the beginnings of collective bargaining in New York City, the board of' 

,'education said "look, we're the employer, but we get our funds from the 

".bty, so go to the City." Then we go to the Meyor and the Mator soys: 
~~~ . .~ 

.'~:l have nothing to do with this •. , tis the Board of Estimate ~nd the city 
'0 • . . ,. .,' -

, ,'counc!!." And then they both say .iSut really, the schools are ~n lnde-

, , pendent agency, you 've gofta goto the state commissioner or! ;h~IegiSlature. I; 
.; .. - ",\:. 

And we ran to many different doors and in each place they p;inted somewhere' 

else. , Eventually, with tough bargaining, someone decided wh;' the boss 

was. They all remained the employer but they deve loped internal process of 

consulting with each other so that they coUld arrive at decisions. 
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The question within the university of who is management and who 

is employee is no different from questions that have had to be settled 

elsewhere. In collective bargaining: there are impartial boards that 

have looked at these questions for many years and we don 't always agree 

with their decisions but they make them and ultimately someone will decide 

;who is management and who is employee. 

As for os other governing structures are concerned, such as faculi)t . 

"senates, there is no question that in a certain small number ofeiite in-

stitutions and maybe a few others, there is a real governing structure in 
" ';' 

'which faculty have power collectively. If those institutions do unionize, 

'-'-e' 

I predict that they will limit the areas of collective bargaining ~~ as t~: :," ... 
.' . . . . .. t; . 

'preserve collegiality. But for the most part, faculty senates don't have 

'(SthiS power. Many of them have been defunct ov~r a long pe;iod of time ,"" . 
~~.. ", 

;,;they have had massive nonparticipation. They don it have the wherewithal! in 

'};(H~;~s of energy, they don't have i;in terms of staff, theydon havethe 
::::~;{i?/·'··. ",." . ',;::;":::'i.>~} ,'" I,i"" 

.• ,' I,' '., 

;'.{!:things that you have to have. In these institutions the existence of an oid 
'!'\~:,Yiti'.H:'):.':· ; ,,-.', . - . '. -- ' 

:.?defunct senate is certainly no bar to moving ahead toward unionization. 
:' ::;').:·;\r~;':'}· 

(Bonham) )~higher education We face the prospect of an aging faculty. Many 
-, . 

,)n~titutions are 60 ;or'70percent tenured, with Hftle movemenl' in and out. 

itn that context, what hope do you see for institutional flexibility and self-

'. renewal.? 

'. don't accept the notion that we have to have a shri nking system of either 
, , 

, higher education or elementary and secondary education. It would be 
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terrible if we started becoming cannibalistic and deciding who should 

be pushed off the cliff to make room for someone else so that we can 

. renew our whole soc iety has a stake . 

I think that there's an appeal out there to millions of people who fee! sorry 

that they stopped their education. ! think that that ought to be one of 

:'the great thrusts in the Carter ad~inistrationt for the education community, 
. ':,' i; i~, .• ; 

'-"Jor the producers and the worke~ lneducation, and also for the consumers • 

. ' .. ".'Ar-. open ing up of higher educ~t;on, a kind of s~cond chanceforeverybody 

,on a G I Bill concept that would~i~ cost much mor~ than whatwe a~e ; < ,:1~ ;'\' 
:' .. ' 

'i ',.! 

""/'spending now to keep people idle. What we are doing now 1s very much 
/.:. ,\~' . '.~ " , , 

':like what we did in the 30's. ,Weh~d millions of starving ifl<'!0ple and we 

. '; plowed the hogs under in order to raise the price of hogs j'ns;ead of buying 

the hogs and giving them to the starving people. We are doing something 
;;. ' 

'<~imilar in keeping people home ~t su~istance levels but keePing,them': 
:',.." _, ,- \" C' ... ' 

. ';; j(;;om tha;e institutions that couldflou;ishwiththat same m~ney. 
,/t',;:i(:;,i) :i:';',,;','" 

' .. \ '., ,~:>:: ,,:".; ··':JI·:,L,::: .. :": ... ',:' .•.. '.;;_ ..... j . ,', - ;;~, .~:~, ... :. ' . '. / ' ' 

:; I se~;nd that. We oppose sacrificing the experienced teacher for the 
.'<,~:;'?tr(t .. \.:,.'> .,':,\ .. ",. ',,: .\i,". >:" 

r;;~f economy and hiring younger faculty members and instructors who are 
. '·".".'~-r!:' ," , -",' , " .' . ,,:l. ~:<~\~M ~.·::,~~?~/f;'···:~! .;:;.-:.}< 

"indeed not only plentiful right now but much less costly In terms of begfnnl~g' 
" : . 

. sa,laries. There is a need for renewal and reexamination, bu~ university 
i·" ' 

, .' ,. . . .'.. . 

,facuhies are capable of that renewal effort" given the resources and the 
i. ' 

monies to decide for themselves. When you are talking about 300,000 

qualified, certified, degreed people walking the streets who are capable of 

".< 

: ,',' 
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teaching and who cannot find work, then we have to look to federal 

government to respond to that. For every one percent of unemployment you 

liave sometliing liKe a $T6bmion~loss to our economy, $14 hlliion in'Tiuy'ing ,',' 

power, and another $21/2 billion for welfare and supportive services to 

keep these people on a subsistance level. There is no dignity in that. I 

think it would be much more useful to invest in getting those people back 

, to work and making them productive, taxpaying citizens. 

You're not going to settle across the bargaining table at theUniversity of 

~ichigan what to do about the fact that there are not en~:;~:faculty jobs," 

" and so I think it is unfair and hypocritical of administrators to suggest that, 
"', • • ~ • , _1., 

the unions are somehow responsible for the institutional illflexibility they 

find themselves stuck with. it really isri't the unions' fault. 

'2~uid! add one more thing? Some university administrators hav~ td'iked ' 
• " c,,);::.:~;;.;:'i., . ,'-'. """::,, '," 

"about flexibility in terms of being able to get rid of so~e;;flh~' older people 
: {i';:",:!' ;" ,- ~:·1·::,::;~;·;t .. ",,: '. ' -: ":'Uh;,:':::: "f,,,-' : ',;'/\.':',':'/ 
"".,-, \': " . , ",", : .... ', .. 

,/for a number of reasons. That's an outrageous thing to talk or think about. 
<:.::,.-.: ' . < '., ,:.;,.; . ,-,.-, ,'. . ,'- ':>' .-'::,. ;"." 
:ktrne go to an area that's far reilloved from educati on -~th~::coal mines~ 

think that we would ali agree that a 20-year-old coal miner could dig"':":":""': 

a'iot m;re coal than a 60-year-old coal miner 0 But you know, yea~ ago'> 
. :(,. 

we decided that it was really a matter of public policy in IMs country that 

if you take the best from a person when Ihey are more vigorous, then you 

• owe that person something later on. For college and university people to be 

talking about this as a possibility shows that for some of them, at least, 

their morality is below that of the rest of society. 
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As you know, 70 to 80 percent of the total cost of higher education is 

labor, essentially teaching and administrafive. How far do you feel 

ness, faculty productivity? 

When We talk about productivity in education, the word has taken on a 

meaning that I think it doesn't hav~., If you are talking about a teacher" 
':"::.{f;:. 

, working more hours, ! think that is ;;fegitimate Item for collecti~e bargaini~g. 
":,;.'. 

-If we're talking about the hcidentsyou mentioned earlier -- ~fthe older 
", )~,,'; ,:.:,\ " " :.:~~f 

", professor who has had a good de~I~f experience who perhaps(has a teaching 
: : 

a;;sistant and is only teaching ad~~ or two a week -- thereY~n't anyth ing 

,inherently unhealthy about that in terms of teaching load, particularfy if 
'i ' f. 
,-'" '.,- . 

,;in fact their supervisory responsibilities for the ,teaching aids ar,e wide. TheY'r~", 

not o~ly useful but also very necessary work. ,i think'thereis a needto 

look at the differences that existln n~t only teaching loads but in salaries' 
~ .". ".\;,.-, - ..... \. ", .. ;;>.q':';·~t,., 

they apply to those teaching io~ds .'The internal matter' 
. '~. r</~~!-}/: : 

equitable practices in rewarding 'fa~ulty members inside and evaluating 
;' - ~ I, .. ,_,!K,,:<, ,:" .. ('):'~:~:'l-<:"~' '}l""'-"'''''' 
them is a very deep concern. !~hink of legitimate concern fo~ 'the I.--."",:~-

,,~ , .. ,;'., ... , .~, -.:i. ','; i/'-'\;" ~ " . 
process" • ';-~ <' '; , 

It's important to remember that te~~hlng isn't the only function of the 

university pr~fessor. Undoubtedly: there are abuses, but it may be and isi 
. .;. ", :J2" 

often the case that he's teaching less because he's doing o lot m~re resear~h, 
. . - .. ~, 

and not because he's getting older and less productive .50 I aon't know how' 

you measure professorial productivity" That's why I tend to agree that it is 

. /: '" : 
;:,,0 • 
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an ideal subject for collective bargaining, because bargaining can treat 

it on as local a level as possible and on as equal a basis as possible. But 

there's reen a tenaencylnsteaa to ne simply vma"icfive. ~tate legislators, 

"state executives, and to some degree the public take great pleasure in saying 

that son-of-a-gun professor teaches six hours a week. What kind of a 

workload is that? Which completely misses the point. The professoriat's 

,got to get up on its hind legs a bit and persuade people that what they're 

doing is worthwh lie. 

We should also be very concerned with the fact that in education, when 

"there IS talk about productivity, it generally means making'Hfe more 

difficult for the employees. Thathas not been the A~eriqantradltion. 

'J'roductivity in our society has generaliy come about through the simul-

'tan~ous improvements in the lives of employees and the introd~~~ion of 

" 

, technology in which the employees have shared. Generally, the transition 

,:~~ g~nerally been labor-saving, and has been negotiatedso as notto';'pi'r~'o';;'-:;;?,}f>:'~::)~::) 

;>Z:ide massive unemployment. if there is fru lyon interest i~';:~~~~;'ctivity 
:..,:;, . 

and not lust in Increasing human mise!)' for a certain group of people, 

'we ought to say, Are there things we can do through the use'~fcertain 

techniques that would provide an education for more people without making 

individual work longer or harder? And if there are, and if that creates 
... , ",'. '; 

dislocations in employment, can this be done through attrition and so forth? 

And We have to ask ourselves something else, for after all, there is this 

heavy investment of tax money in higher education. Have we really 
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performed a great public service? Suppose that tomorrow we could find 

a way of running all our institutions of higher learning with 100,000 

professors instead of 400,000. H~~ we really done something socially 

, worthwhile to have 300,000 more unemployed people in this country 

collecting welfare and not paying taxes? I would say that if we had a 

",society where there was overall labor shortage and the question was why 

c,0L,~hould one waste the time of a mathematician or a psychologist teaching, 

:', X~i;;n'ber{dt hours when out there ar~ 50 other tasks that he could be 
..... ,,:,: ":)::s),::: "",;,~"",,-

" "d~ing to enrich the life of the cou~try and other people, then there ought 

"to be very, very great' pressure t~ improve the techniques. But to improve' 
h~ • 

'Jechniques of the university so that we can throw people out of work? ,0 ' ", ' t 
, don 't see ito 

'you are talking about goals of higher wages and better working conditions 

\ ,;for faculty. How does this really square with a declining financial base 

c', 

ifor'many institutions? What is a practical solution to this growing dilemma, 

making ends meet? 

, There are a couple of aspects that have to be looked al'. One is the whole 

question of financial patterns of colleges and universities. There is not a 

uniformity in higher education financing as there is perhaps in the common 

5 chaol setting, but we are moving forward with research in that area to see 

if We can find some common trends. In the interim, I th ink the whole 

process of education must be supported in different ways. I think it's critical 

that the federal government playa larger role in the financing of public 
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institutions, particularly the higher education institutions, and to bring 

not on Iy some uniformity but also some equity to the financ ial process. 

When you are talking about increased federal support ,are you talking 

of student grant support or direct institutional support? 

Well, both. I don't know at this point which is the most efficient or the 

,most reasonable. But in the interim, it's critical that we move on both 
,. . 

. ' . . : 

',fronts. Obviously the cost of higher education is becoming burdensome' 

for middle and low income families. 

,Assuming that we are in collective bargaining in an institution that has 

, a declining financial base, I think unions are probably as willing to be 
" ' I 

, flexible as are the administrators and perhaps more so. The AAUP is 

willing to concede the potential hypothetical necessity for terminating 
,:.; : 

",'tenured positions in a financial crisis or when a program is abolished. We 
',";.'. ., . . . -' . 'i 
i;~. . , . - ' 

,'},don't take a hard line saying that you must get rid of all theuntenured and 
:.;. ",.,~; ,:::-

,,)"~ll the young before anyof the old and tenured may be removed. Naturally, 

'?'J\I~come to that place slowly and~ithout any great joy, but we nonetheless 
-.'j' . 

, '!,~ecognize that higher education simply cannot be viewed idenHcafly with' .' 
" .~;. 

"a factory and that the work force is not fungible at least not to the degree 

that it is in other industries. 

Gs~ankeD.' There are very great variations in these crises. There are oreas in the 
,'-.- . 

'country that are not in a crisis at all • \'There is great prosperity, there is a 
'. , .... 

, lot of oil around, or very wealthy agricultural areas where there is tax 
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money around. in those places, there is no need to talk about bargaining 

in a crisis. At the other end we have the largest city in the country in the 

default, so what one means by crisis there is going to vary very, very greatly. 

I think teachers and professors have this view of what they think is 

the universal pattern of collective bargaining, and the pattern is always 

, .. " 

one of a wealthy employer and aP6werful union and if the unIon wants to 
~\>-.;:.; .:"":-:-'1 " ' ':n1*~!W':;'" 
'shut the plant down they always get what they want. Of course it isn't so. 

" ' .' " ':i .. ';: . ~ "', ;,. ,l .J.; , , ,,? -
'. ,if that were so, workers would be five times as wealthy as they are now, life' 

~ould be rath~r different. There~'re many marginal industri;~'~n th is 
-: .. , . . , . 

"', country. There are many places where if the employees bcirg'~i~ hard they 
','., , "., ' 1:' 

, drive their employer out of work and non '-Union employer survives. There 

a~ other places where if you ba~ain too hard the industry:just disappears 
",," .', ,;-'-' 

:"';~'mo~e' to another place and set up different operatl ons. 'There are always 
.::t.. . , . . . I'~ 

,~X""" ,_, ":,q:> _'_ :C':'j' _ ;:,";:l!':'A-':?, 
,';:::treme,ndous constraints on the bargaining process. What we as teachers are 
""", .. ' '" . i\~l~.~-:':\:~·~,:~,~ ',.:. '. /.>'-- " . . .'" . "> .' -."!:,,', _:r',,!,,"i(':",i 

: .' ;i)pow foci ng are problems, that unions hove faced, for over a hundred years . 
.': "." 1,:,/:\::,.,':_. -, ','. _' '. ';,' ,,',,: .,. ,- : ';, ".' c'". , " ... ' .'\ 

,'If the professors ofthis country are. to have, th~ same intel! igence, -- political 

IntelHgence -:- as steel workers and auto workers, and as miners and yes, as 

elementary and secondary schoof teachers, they better get into a labor move-
".,.\. ;'::;' 

ment that's concerned with restoring the economy, with restoring the $16 

billion of taxes for each J percent of unemployed. That is where the answer 

is. And they can be very effective if they do that. But to try either to assert ' 
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individual professional elitism or to say that professors can do everything 

by themselves is silly. Professors can't do it by themselves, teachers can't 

do it by themselves. You need a broad coalition of everybody who wo;kS~

for.a living in this country. That's the only way we're going to be able to 

turn it around. 

###fI### 


